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Stellingen
1)

Bij het voorspellen van detarweopbrengst op nationaal niveau moet men er rekening
mee houden dat veranderingen in de opbrengst niet evenredig zijn met de
veranderingen inhet areaal.

2)

Voorspellingen met het Crop Growth Monitoring System (CGMS) van de
tarweopbrengst op nationaal niveau zullen nauwkeuriger worden wanneer
nauwkeurige en vooral snelle methoden om actueel landgebruik vast te stellen
ontwikkeld worden.

3)

Simpele voorspellingsmodellen zoals bijvoorbeeld een lineaire tijd-trend kunnen
soms nauwkeurigere voorspellingen opleveren dan meer gecompliceerde modellen.
Hetvoordeel van simpelemodellen isdatzij minder investeringen behoeven.

4)

Om aan te tonen dat het CGMS betrouwbare voorspellingen oplevert, moeten de
resultaten van dit systeem met betrouwbare officiele opbrengstgegevens vergeleken
worden. Het isdus noodzakelijk datdezeofficiele statistieken voor allelanden van de
Europese Unie op een consistente en goed gedocumenteerde manier verzameld
worden.

5)

De resultaten van simulaties van water-gelimiteerde productie uitgevoerd in CGMS
dragen niet bij tot de voorspellingsnauwkeurigheid van tarweopbrengst op nationaal
niveau in Noord-West Europa omdat in dat gebied de opbrengsten vooral bepaald
worden doordekunstmestgift, temperatuuren globale straling.

6)

Hetisbetereerst tevoorspellen endaarnateaggregeren dan andersom.

7)

In semi aride gebieden rond de Middellandse Zee wordt de zaaidatum van
regenafhankelijke gerst mede bepaald door de verwachte aanvang van het
regenseizoen.

8)

Het Italiaanse gezegde "e fatto dal muratore" geeft aan dat de kwaliteit van de
Italiaansehuizen niet geweldigis.

9)

De administratie en het personeelsbeleid van het Joint Research Centre van de
Europese Unie leveren geen enkele bijdrage aan het scheppen van voorwaarden voor
een soepele voortgangvan projecten.

10)

Werken in een ontwikkelingsland is een goede voorbereiding voor het werken voor
deEuropeseCommissie.

Stellingen behorende bij het proefschrift: "An exploratory study to improve the predictive
capacity oftheCrop Growth Monitoring System as applied bytheEuropean Commission".

Wageningen, 7januari 2000

Iwan Supit

Preface
ThefirsttimeIheardoftheJointResearchCentre(JRC)oftheEuropeanUnion (EU)inIspra
was when Iworked in Bangladesh. I received a phone call from Derk Rijks, the chief of the
Agrometeorological Department of the World Meteorological Organisation (WMO). He
asked meifIwas interested towork for WMOwithJRC inIspra.Ididnotknowwhere Ispra
was located and I had never heard anything about JRC. The only thing I knew was that an
institution like the EU existed and that "interesting" things happened in the EU projects in
Bangladesh.
Iknew Derk Rijks from my days inNiger and Ecuador and theprospect to cooperate
with him sounded rather attractive. I had to collect global radiation data from as many data
sources inEuropeaspossible,and secondly, Ihadto identify methodologiestoestimate daily
global radiation from cloud observations. The only problem was that I lived in Bangladesh
andpart ofthejobhadtobeperformed inIspra.Consequently, Ihadtofly severaltimes from
Bangladesh toItaly because the digital highway in Bangladesh wasa mere dirt road, aresult
oftheratherbadtelecom system incombinationwiththeheavyrains.
In Ispra I collaborated with Paul Vossen, who at that time worked with the MARS
project. At the end of my contract he offered me another small contract and then again
another small one. After several small contracts he asked whether I was interested to do a
Ph.D. inIspra.Thankyou,Paul,toaskmetowriteathesis!Iwouldneverhavedone it ifyou
had not asked me to do it! Thank you, also Dr. Rijks, for helping me with the first unsteady
stepsinthefieldofscience.
To enter the JRC site in Ispra, I had to complete an awful lot of forms, write a
proposal andfindaUniversity that would acceptmeasaPh.D.student. AlsoIhadtolook for
two supervisors whocould guidemethrough theprocess of becoming aDoctor. Herman van
Keulen (Group Plant Production Systems, and AB-DLO) and Michiel Jansen (Centre for
Biometry, CPRO-DLO) became my supervisors for the Agricultural University Wageningen,
Paul Vossen became the supervisor in Ispra. On December 1, 1994, 10years and 3 months
after Igraduated from the Agricultural University, Ibecame a "borsista", or astudent, again.
ThefirstthingIhad to dowastorewrite my proposal, since itwasnot exactly what JRC had
in mind. They wanted me to improve their Crop Growth Monitoring System in such a way
that it could be used for quantitative yield forecasting for various crops and for all the EU
memberstates.

Unfortunately, Paul Vossen left Ispra after my first two years there. He was not
replaced and I was left without a supervisor in JRC. Remained my supervisors in
Wageningen. Iamheavily indebted tothem.They showedmewhat science isabout and they
maintained ascientific life-line. Theyweretheonly few peoplewhohonestly saidthat whatI
wrote waspretty closeto ****.Not inthese exact words,however, it came close.Andto tell
the truth, they were right! The first trials to write a paper were not readable and my
supervisors undoubtedly had a hard time trying to understand what Iwrote. However, being
told that what Iwrote was ****,was not exactly anew sensation to me. Several members of
the Dutch Embassy in Bangladesh held a similar opinion. According to those people,
everything Iwrote inthe magazine of the Dutch Club was complete nonsense and had to be
censored. Threatsto sendmywritingstothe Ministry of Foreign Affairs (which according to
insiders they really did???) or tothrow me out of the Embassy did not stop me.As with that
Dutch Club magazine, Ikept trying with my thesis and Ican assure that it wasdifficult. The
scientific prose is completely different from the language used in that particular magazine.
Thehardestpartwasbeingserious.
Writing a thesis was not an easy job and I want to thank all those persons who
stimulated me intentionally or unintentionally to keep writing. Iwould liketo thank my wife
and children for showing me that life is the only thing that counts. Finally, I would like to
thank the European taxpayer for supporting me for three years, and for providing me with a
huge salary and JRC for providing me with a desk, a chair and a PC with an internet
connection. Special thanks to the boys from Privateers N.V. and Treemail, who always
reminded methatIwasthe lastoneoftheteamwhowasnotaDr.Not anymore,boys!
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1. General Introduction
Large areayieldforecasting priortoharvest is of interest togovernment agencies, commodity
firms and producers (Boote et al, 1996).Early information on yield and production volume
may support these institutions in planning transport activities, marketing of agricultural
products or planning food imports. Moreover, at world scale, agricultural market prices are
affected by information on the supply or consumption of foodstuffs (Marcus &Heitkemper,
1994). Market price adjustments or change in agricultural supplies in one area of the world
often causes price adjustments in other areas far distant. The European Union (EU),through
its Common Agricultural Policy (CAP), attemptsto regulate the common agricultural market
(e.g. set-aside regulations, export subsidies, etc.) to, among others, secure food supplies and
provideconsumerswithfood atreasonableprices.
The Directorate General for Agriculture (DG VI) of the EU is responsible for
implementation and control of the CAP regulations. To manage the common agricultural
market, to evaluate the consequences of these regulations aswell asto estimate the subsidies
to be paid, DG VI requires detailed information on planted area, crop yield and production
volume (De Winne, 1994). The main crops of interest are wheat, barley, oats, grain maize,
rice, potato, sugar beet, pulses for human consumption, soybean, oilseed rape, sunflower,
tobacco and cotton.
Information onland use,land usechanges and yieldsisroutinely collected byvarious
national statistical services that convey this information to the statistical office of the
European Commission, EUROSTAT. Collection and compilation of these agricultural
statistics is time consuming and laborious. In exceptional cases, these statistics are available
some months after the season has ended, however, as a rule, it takes one or even two years
before this information is available in theEUROSTAT databases. Consequently, atthis stage
these statistics are of limited use for evaluating policy or to estimate the amount of subsidies
tobepaid.Hence,moretimely andaccurateinformation isneeded.
To support DG VI in executing its tasks, in 1988 the Monitoring Agriculture with
Remote Sensing (MARS) project was initiated with the objective to generate monthly
information on land use, land use changes, exceptional growing conditions such as water
stress and expected yields. This information has to be provided for various crops for all
memberstatesof theEU.Torealizethisobjective, theMARSproject usesfield surveys,high
and low resolution satellite data and a crop growth simulation model, which in combination
9

with a Geographical Information System (GIS) comprise the Crop Growth Monitoring
System (CGMS). Remote sensing provides information on land use, inter-annual land use
changes, area planted to various crops and possible occurrence of water stress, excess of
wateror (crop)diseases.The results of thefieldsurveys are,amongst others,used to validate
the satellite-derived information, and to gather information on fertilizer and irrigation
application. These surveys also yield information on sowing dates and crop yields. CGMS
provides information oncrop status (i.e.water stress,biomassproduction, etc.) in the course
of the growing season, and crop yield at the end of the season. Meteorological observations,
soil and crop information are used as input. Examples of the use of simulation models for
analysis of management practices and policiescan be found, amongst others,in Kruseman &
Bade (1998), van Keulen et al. (1998), Abrecht & Robinson (1996), Littleboy et al. (1996),
Muchowetal.(1994),Bakemaetal.(1994),J0rgensen (1994),Baird etal.(1993),Hodgeset
al.(1987)andWilliams etal.(1984).
The Agriculture and Regional Information Systems (ARIS) unit of the Space
Applications Institute (SAT)executes the MARSproject that initially wasset tolast 10years.
It was divided in 2 stages of 5 years each. In the period 1988-1993 the methodology was
developed and data necessary to execute the project collected. These data included
information on land use, crops, yields, meteorological conditions, soil types and crop
characteristics, necessary to run the crop monitoring system. In the second phase (19931998), the remote sensing methods were to be integrated into CGMS and the developed
methodology had to be refined. Various researchers and research groups participated in the
development and refinement of the methodology. In Chapter 2, the MARS project and its
historyaredescribed.
This study started in December 1994, the second phase of the project. The objective
was to explore methods to improve CGMS to make it applicable for quantitative yield
prediction for all major crops and for all EUmember states.CGMS until then had been used
for a qualitative assessment of crop growth and development. During the growing season
analysis, of CGMS results took place every 10 days. This information was processed into a
monthly bulletin. It was assumed that changes in above-ground drymatter, leaf area, etc.and
the onset of stress situations in consecutive 10-day periods could be observed on remote
sensing images and in the CGMS output. Shorter periods were not feasible since it took
several days to collect, correct and introduce the data in the initial versions of CGMS and
analyzetheresults.InChapter 3, CGMS,theinput data, databases and thecurrent operational
yield forecasting method are described.
10

To provide reliable forecasts for all EU member states, insight in the production
system of various crops is necessary. However, because of limited available means and
manpower itwas decided toconcentrate mainly on wheat and barley. In Chapters 4, 5 and 7
wheat isconsidered, the most important cereal grown in the EU in financial terms and in the
totalproduction volume.Worldwide, wheatconstitutes approximately 30per cent of thetotal
cereal production (FAO, 1992).Furthermore,thiscrophas been subject of extensive research
and it is the only crop for which the crop growth parameters that are used in CGMS, have
beencalibratedusing datafrom field experiments (Boons-Prinsetal, 1993).Insight gainedin
the present study mayform the basis for adapting the crop growth monitoring system and its
necessaryinput datafor othercrops.InChapter 8barleyisstudiedsinceabundantfield survey
datawereavailable intheexamined region.
The year-to-year variation in yield and production volume is, amongst others,
influenced by meteorological conditions and farming practices, such as crop rotation (e.g.
Christen &Hanus, 1993;Ball&Miller, 1993;Christenetal, 1992),type,method and timing
of application of fertilizers (e.g. Mahler et al, 1994; Mossedaq & Smith, 1994), pest
management (e.g. Buhler et al, 1995;Young etal, 1994),etc.These practices vary in time
and space in dependence of the techniques available, their interactions with weather and the
flexibility of farmers to adopt innovations. As aresult of these innovations the yield per unit
area has increased during the last decades. This yield increase is referred to as technological
trend. According to, amongst others, Young et al (1994), Christen & Hanus, (1993) and
Knowles etal (1991),introduction of these innovations, and consequently of the occurrence
of thistrend,maybedrivenbyagricultural policies,setbythelocal government orbytheEU,
market pricesandsubsidies,etc.
The operational verson of CGMS (see Section 3.6) assumes that the wheat yield per
hectare, in any given year, is the sum of the expected wheat yield due to the average
technological trend, variations from the technological trend curve due to weather variations
plusanunexplained part (Odumodu&Griffits, 1980).Thetechnological trend is described as
a linear function of time. However, this function may not account for breaks in the trend in
theyield series as aresult of decreasing crop prices orincreasing input prices.To account for
these economic influences the following parameters are explored as trend functions: wheat
selling prices, intervention prices, expenditure on crop protection agents and finally the
fertilizer consumptionperunitarea (Chapter4).
Furthermore in this chapter possible adaptations to the prediction model asapplied in
CGMS areexplored. One of the goals of the MARS project is to predict production volumes
11

for various crops and for each EU member state. Its basic assumption is that the production
volume can be separated in a yield and a planted area component, which are estimated
independently and subsequently multiplied. In this chapter the following assumption is
investigated:the annualplanted area and yield perunit areacannotbeconsidered independent
and should therefore be analyzed simultaneously. To test this hypothesis, planted area is
included inthepredictionmodel.
In Chapter 5 the hypothesis explored in Chapter 4 is further investigated. Soft and
durum wheatproduction volumes arepredicted for 12EUmember states and compared tothe
official yield and production statistics.Thetrend is described aseither afunction of timeora
function of fertilizer consumption per unit area. To investigate whether simulation results
improve the prediction accuracy, the predictions are also performed using trend functions
only.
As described in Chapter 3, CGMS needs daily meteorological data as input. Global
radiation is one of the driving forces. As this parameter is not measured at all stations and
also irregularly broadcast via the Global Telecommunication System (GTS), alternative
methods to derive this information have to be developed. In the current, operational version
of CGMS the equation proposed by Angstrom (1924) and modified to its present form by
Prescott (1940), based on sunshine duration, is applied. The constants used in this equation
areestimated asafunction oflatitude (Choisnel etal, 1992).
Assunshineduration observations appeared nottobegenerallyavailable, studieswere
executed inthe first phase of theMARS project toidentify alternative methods thatcould be
used to estimate global radiation. These methods had to be simple and preferably should be
based on cloud cover data, assuming that this information could be obtained via GTS or,
alternatively, retrieved from remote sensing imagery. At the initiative of the project
management, the method developed by Supit (1994) in the first phase of the MARS project
was investigated (Chapter 6) and incorporated in CGMS.This method uses cloud cover data
andatemperaturerangeasinput.
In Chapter 7 the results of Chapter 5, which suggest that the prediction level may
influence prediction outcome, are examined. The models tested in Chapter 6 assume that
variation in yield as a result of weather variation is similar in high production systems and
low production systems. Research of Valdez-Cepeda (1993) suggests that variation in wheat
yields over the years isproportional to the mean yield level. In this chapter this suggestion is
explored. National production volumes of France are predicted either directly, or at regional
and subregional level and subsequently summed to national values. Furthermore, prediction
12

results established with the alternative method to estimate global radiation (Chapter 6) are
compared with those obtained with the operational method. France was selected because it
has reliable yield and production statistics at national, regional and subregional level.
Furthermore, it accounts for approximately 40% of the total EU soft wheat production
(Bradbury, 1994).
As mentioned earlier, in the framework of the MARS project field surveys are also
carried out. These surveys yield information on land use, inter-annual land use changes,
sowing dates, flowering dates, input use and yields. The land use information is used to
estimate the area planted to various crops from which the land use changes are derived. The
otherinformation (such asyields,fertilizer application) isnotused,however,it could beused
to evaluate simulation results or to test assumptions. In Chapter 8, field survey data are
analyzed with the aim to obtain indications whether in a semi-arid environment, sowing date
variations ofcerealsgrown under rainfed conditionsresultinsignificant yield variations.This
information inturn may indicate whether in such environments sowing date variation should
beaccounted for intheapplied yield forecasting system.
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2. The MARS Project

2.1 TheCommonAgriculturalPolicy:ahistoricaloverview
In June 1960 the European Commission submitted a set of proposals to the Council of
Ministers of the European Union with respect to the creation of a Common Agricultural
Policy (CAP). Six months later, thefirst decisions toimplement the CAPwere taken. Ayear
later, January 1962, the general orientations of the CAP were established, based upon the
principles of (Fearne, 1997):
• Asingleagriculturalmarket;
• Community preference, i.e., the competitiveness of farmers in the Community should not
bethreatened bythirdcountryimports;
• Financial solidarity andexpenseshavetobefinanced bytheCommunity's ownresources.
These three principles have been adhered to throughout the CAP'S existence and have been
consistently defended bytheCommission (Ritson&Fearne, 1984).

TheCAPhasbeen themost important Common Policy and acentral element inthe European
Union's institutional system. Ithas served asa basis for the common market that ensures free
movement of goods, services,capital andpeople in the member states of the Union. Itispart
ofthepolitical andeconomic cementthatholdstogetherthe different partsof theCommunity.
Theobjectives oftheCAP,assetoutinArticle39oftheTreatyofRomewere:
• toincrease productivity
• toensure afair standard ofliving for theagricultural community
• tostabilizemarkets
• toguarantee food supplies
• toprovideconsumers with food atreasonableprices.

The CAP was created at a time when Europe was deficient in most food products and its
mechanisms were designed to remedy that situation. The CAP supported internal prices and
incomes, either through intervention and/or border protection (i.e. import tariffs). Where no
border protection existed, variable subsidies (i.e. deficiency payments) were paid to farmers
andprocessors of agricultural products from within thecommunity. Furthermore,through the
CAP attempts were made to provide farmers with a guaranteed income and to attain self15

sufficiency for the most important agricultural products, such as cereals, milk and beef (de
Bont, 1990).
Until the mid-1990s, the CAP was by far the most important EU policy instrument,
especially in budgetary terms. The system that was appropriate in a deficit situation showed
weaknesses as the Community moved towards a surplus situation for most agricultural
products.Between 1973and 1988,thevolume of agricultural production in the EU increased
by 2% annually, whereas internal consumption grew by only 0.5% per year. The selfsufficiency percentage for wheat in the EU, for example (i.e. percentage of the total EU
requirement covered byinternal EU production) increased from 90 %to 146% in the period
1972-1985 (Meester & Strijker, 1990). Moreover, changes in cattle fodder, with livestock
increasingly fed on imported oilseeds, corn-gluten and cassava further stimulated cereal
surpluses (Folmeretai, 1993).Thisincrement resulted inbuild-up of expensive surpluses in
certain sectors, with depressing effects on market prices. In the period 1975-1987, the total
expenditureoftheEuropean Agricultural GuaranteeGuidelineFund (EAGGF)increased with
122% (CEC, 1987). In this context it is interesting to note that, according to Oskam &
Stefanou (1997), a causal relation between the CAP and this production increase cannot
unequivocally be established. In their analysis of the CAP market and price policy, these
authors state that "it seems probable that the CAP has on balance stimulated productivity
growthin agriculture,althoughthisconclusion isveryweak."
As was already foreseen by Mansholt at the Stresa conference in July 1958,tensions
in the relations with various trading partners grew as a result of the impact of EU subsidized
exports on their world market share and on world market prices (Fearne, 1997). Moreover,
the intensive production techniques resulted in negative environmental effects in various
regions (Ceccon et al., 1995; de Wit, 1988). Furthermore, the system did not sufficiently
support the incomes of the majority of small and medium-size family farms. This situation
wasdifficult toacceptinviewoftheever-increasing costsoftheEAGGF.Inshort,bythelate
1980s,therewasgeneral agreement thatreform wasnecessary (deWit etai, 1987).The CAP
structure that was suitable for the 1960s and performed well into the 1970s showed serious
weaknesses in the 1980s.Therefore, the European Union's Council of Agriculture Ministers
inJune 1992reformed theCAP:
• Toensurecompetitiveness ofCommunity agriculturalproduction, overathree-year period,
EU prices in the agricultural sector were to be reduced to come much closer to world
marketlevels.
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• To preserve theeconomic viability of farmers, they received compensatory payments ona
historicalbasisforthereductionsinEUsupportprices.
• To reduce the production volume for cereals and other arable crops farmers received
compensatory payments depending on the withdrawal of land from production (the "setaside"premium).Thishasprovedtobeaneffective production controltool.

The European Union also agreed on a set of complementary agri-environment, afforestation
and early retirement measures. The agri-environment measures aimed at introduction of less
intensive production methodsleading toreduced impact onthe environment.

2.2 TheEU's agriculturalbudget
Sincethecreation of theCAPtheEAGGFhas been thebiggest single item in itsbudget. The
CAPresourcesareprovidedbythemember states,irrespective of whowillbenefit most from
the expenditures on agriculture. Each national contribution is determined by the economic
performance of the member state. In addition to national contributions to the Community
budget, revenues are also obtained from customs duties levied on imports from non-EU
countries.The CAP itself also generates revenue, in the form of the duties on farm trade and
thesugarlevy.
The EAGGF consists of two parts, the Guarantee Section and the Guidance Section.
The Guarantee Section finances the price and market policy, including CAP reform,
compensatory payments and the accompanying measures. By far the largest part of EAGGF
expenditureistheGuarantee Section -about90%in 1995-of which abouthalf isbeing spent
on direct payments to farmers. The Guidance Section contains the Community resources
allocated to the subsidies for modernization of holdings, installation premiums to young
farmers, subsidies for marketing,diversification, etc.
The EAGGF is a constant focus for debate when the Council and the European
Parliament are taking decisions on the Community budget. In 1980, the EAGGF absorbed
about 70% of the total EU budget (Le Roy, 1994). Control of agricultural expenditure is
therefore a key objective of EU policy: in 1993the proportion was reduced, however, it was
still around 52%(LeRoy, 1994).
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2.3 MARSProject: historyandactivities

2.3.1 History
Within the European Commission, the Directorate General for Agriculture (DG VI) is
responsible for implementation of the CAP regulations, for evaluation of their consequences
and for EAGGF control. According to De Winne (1994) collection of national and regional
statistics on land use, land use changes and agricultural production is a prerequisite for this
evaluation and control. This information may also provide insight in farmers' reactions to
changes in the CAP and it allows estimating costs of the compensation payments for taking
land out of production. Furthermore,DeWinne remarked that early and accurate estimatesof
yield expectations are necessary for management of the common markets, for evaluation of
the intervention measures and for developing the EU's agricultural policy in relation to the
world market.
Information on land use, inter-annual land use changes and yields is routinely
collected by various national statistical services, which convey this information to the
statistical office of the European Commission, EUROSTAT. However, collection and
compilation of these agricultural statistics is time consuming. In exceptional cases, these
statistics are available some months after the end of the season, however, generally it takes
oneoreven twoyearsbefore thisinformation isavailable intheEUROSTATdatabases.
To assist DG VI and EUROSTAT in executing their tasks (i.e. EAGGF control,
evaluation of the CAP effects onagriculture, collection of agricultural statistics), the Council
ofMinistersoftheEUon26th September 1988approved aten-year research andpilot project.
Its main objective was to develop methods to produce timely statistics on land use, planted
areas, and production volumes of various crops within the EU, using remote sensing
techniques. This project is commonly referred to as the MARS project (Monitoring
Agriculture with Remote Sensing). The Agriculture and Regional Information Systems unit
(ARIS) of the Joint Research Centre (JRC) of the EU is responsible for its implementation.
Approximately 100 institutions from 17 European countries have provided inputs to the
MARSproject (Vossen, 1994).
The techniques had to be developed to a stage where they could be put into
operational use and had to be tested on large areas. The crops targeted were those with the
biggest marketshare,excluding thoseconsumed onthe farm.

18

Theproject prioritiesweretoproduce:
• inventoriesofland useandland usechanges
• inventories ofagricultural production
• production forecasts

The MARS project was divided in two stages. In the period 1988 - 1993 two basic systems
for crop state monitoring and yield forecasting had to be designed and implemented. Oneof
these systems was to be based on observations at the earth's surface, using
agrometeorological models and ground surveys. The other system had to use information
provided by low and high resolution earth observation satellites. Bythe end of 1993the first
results had to be available. In the period 1994-1998 the system had to be improved and the
twosystemsweretobeintegrated. Improvementsanticipatedwere,amongst others,improved
techniques for interpolation of rainfall data and the use of satellite derived data as input for
agrometeorological models. To reach the objectives within the given time frame, the
following strategywasproposedfor thefirst stage (Meyer-Roux &Vossen, 1994):
• No new fundamental research would be carried out. Existing research results would be
adapted for use at European scale. System refinement on the basis of more fundamental
research wouldberealized inthesecondphase(1994-1998).
• Co-ordination would be the responsibility of as small a team as possible, taking full
advantage of knowledge and experience available in other institutions and private
companies invariousmemberstates.
• As proven methods that relate satellite imagery to quantitative crop yield forecasts at
national level were not yet available,crop yield forecasting, atleastintheinitial stagesof
theproject, wouldbebased onagrometeorological crop growth simulationmodels.
• The use of remote sensing techniques to improve the precision and spatial resolution of
outputswouldbeinvestigated inthesecondphase.

2.3.2 ThemainactivitiesrelatedtotheMARSproject
Oneof the main activities wastheregional cropinventory:quantitative estimation of the area
planted tovariouscrops.Theapplied methodologyconsisted ofthecombineduseof alimited
number of ground observations and of high resolution satellite data (SPOT andLandsat-TM).
Observations in sample areas were regressed on satellite observations and subsequently the
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regressionresults were used to estimate crop area from satellite data. Yield information was
obtained through interviewing farmers. This activity was executed bynational organizations,
until 1993incooperation withJRC.Onthisactivity,Vossen (1994)remarked thattheapplied
method is"nottoberecommended perse,not for reasons of technical feasibility, but because
it requires too big an effort to implement...". Although JRC's participation came to an end,
the ARIS unit continued to investigate methods to obtain planted area estimates for various
crops,usingradarsatelliteinformation (e.g.Lemoine&Kidd, 1998).
A second activity that is still on-going is qualitative monitoring of crop status and
providing warningsincaseabnormal growthconditions areobserved, usingdata derived from
the NOAA-AVHRR meteorological satellites. The most frequently used satellite-based
indicators are vegetation indices and dynamics of the vegetation water status throughout the
year. These indices can be applied as qualitative indicators for biomass development and
consequently cropyield. Intheory,thespatial resolution of these datais 1 x 1km,however,in
practice the resolution is lower due to panoramic distortion as a result of sensor design and
curvatureof theearth.Datainterpretation maycauseadditionalproblems,asaresult ofclouds
andvariableatmospheric waterandaerosol content.
A third activity was the development, testing and implementation of a system that
could produce timely yield forecasts per country and/or large region and that could also be
used for crop state monitoring. This system had to account for weather and soil moisture
influences oncropgrowth and development, assuming that asaresult ofthese characteristics,
it could produce more accuratepredictions than the system applied byEUROSTAT,which is
based on linear and quadratic trend functions. These forecasts had to be accurate at national
levelandpossiblyalso atregionallevel.Thesystem had toproducecartographic output ofthe
spatial variation in crop growth parameters, and differences in those parameters with respect
tothepreviousyear orthemean overthepastyears.Thisoutput hadtobeproduced at 10-day
intervals, assuming that changes in crop growth and development, as well as the onset of
stresssituations canbeidentified on remote sensing images and inCGMS output, obtained in
consecutive 10-dayperiods.CGMS was developed in thefirst stage of the MARS project. In
the second stage the project objective was to refine CGMS, using amongst others remote
sensing information asinput.
Thisstudywasexecuted intheframework of thisthird activitywith the aim toexplore
possibilities to refine CGMS in such a way that it could be used for quantitative yield
forecasting. Inthenextchapteradescription ofCGMS ispresented.
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The objective of the last activity is the rapid estimation of changes in planted area
relative to the preceding year of the major crops in the EU. In the framework of this activity
60 test sites (40 x 40 km) in 13countries have been selected. To facilitate agricultural land
use classification using satellite images, the test sites were selected in such a way that they
coincided with a complete image of the SPOT satellite. Within each test site, 16 segments
(1.4 xl.4 km) were selected. SPOT and alternatively Landsat-TM imagery were used for
classification. Through photo- interpretation and field surveys within these 16segments crop
species are linked tothe classes identified onthe basis of satellite imagery and subsequently
the planted areas are estimated. Year-to-year changes in planted area are extrapolated to
European scale.Thefield surveys alsoprovide information on yields,sowing dates of various
crops and crop management, such as fertilizer and irrigation application. At the moment of
writing ofthisthesis,thisactivitystillcontinues.
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3. The Crop Growth Monitoring System

5.7 Introduction
JRC requested the Winand Staring Centre (SC-DLO) and the Centre for Agrobiological
Research (AB-DLO)inWageningen,TheNetherlands,todevelop,adapt andcalibrate new or
existing agro-meteorological simulation models for:
• 10-dayroutinequantitative forecasting of national andregional yields (perunitarea).
• Qualitative monitoring of the growth conditions for the wholeEUfor the following crops:
wheat (spring, winter, soft and durum), oats, grain maize, rice, potato, sugar beet, pulses,
soybean, oilseed rape, sunflower, tobacco and cotton. (Olives and grapes were covered by
another subproject).

TheWOFOST crop growth simulation model was selected (see Section 3.3) and linked to a
GIS and a yield prediction routine to form CGMS.For each of the crops included inCGMS,
standard values for crop parameters were collected representing region specific crop growth
characteristics. Insufficient datawereavailablefor oats,tobaccoandcotton, and consequently
thesecropswere omitted.
Figure 3.1 presentsaschematic overview ofCGMS;threelevelscan be distinguished.
The first level is the weather system. Historical and actual weather data are collected,
corrected and subsequently interpolated to a 50 x 50km grid, covering the whole of theEU.
Historical, actual and interpolated data are stored in a database. The interpolated data are
subsequently introduced in WOFOST. Maps of 10-day and monthly total precipitation,
calculated evapotranspiration, temperature sums, 10-day and monthly totals of observed
global radiation, etc. are produced, as well as maps indicating the deviation of these
characteristics from a long time average value. Figure 3.2 presents a schematic overview of
theweathersystem (Level 1).Atthesecond level,cropgrowth simulation takesplace (Figure
3.3). Interpolated data obtained at Level 1 are used as input for WOFOST. In addition to
weather data,cropcharacteristics and soil information areneeded.
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Figure3.1.SchematicoverviewoftheCropGrowthMonitoring System.

Figure3.2.Schematic overview ofLevel 1
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In Subsections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 the crop and soil databases linked to CGMS are described.
Simulations areperformed perElementary Mapping Unit (EMU),which istheintersection of
a Soil Mapping Unit (SMU, see Subsection 3.2.4), a grid cell and an administrative region.
The administrative regions are called Nomenclatures des Unites Territoriales Statistiques
(NUTS). Simulation results aresubsequently aggregated tosubregional, regional and national
level (see Section 3.4). In the current operational version of CGMS, simulation results are
aggregated to national level and the national yield per unit area is predicted (Level 3, see
Figure3.4).

CropData

ToLevel3

10-dayModeling
Results

Soil Information
MaximumRootingDepth
CropSpecific Suitability
AvailableWater Capacity

CropState Information
10-day&MonthlyMapsof:
•DevelopmentStage
•Standing biomass
•Etc.
(GridandNUTSRegionsCoverage) 1

Figure3.3.Schematic overviewofLevel2

Various simulation results are regressed on historical yield observations. The simulation
result yielding the highest coefficient of determination is selected as predictor and
subsequently introduced in the prediction routine. In Sections 3.6 and Subsection 5.2.4, the
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prediction model and the applied prediction method are described, respectively. Yield and
production volumeprediction areperformed every 10days, (seeSection 3.7).

Figure 3.4.Schematicoverview ofthepredictionsystem(Level3)

3.2 Dataanddatabases
One of the goals of the MARS project was to develop an operational system to forecast
production volumes of various crops at European Union level, CGMS. For development of
thissystem,itwasessential toidentify useful parameters that aremeasured acrossEuropeand
to check whether they are available at such a resolution that they could be used for regional
crop growth modeling. For static variables, such as soil characteristics and long-term mean
meteorological variables, existing data had to be inventoried to assess the possibility to
compile and harmonize this information across the EU. For dynamic parameters, such as
dailyweathervariables,datahad tobelimited tothosethat wereregularlycollected andcould
bereceived andprocessed insemirealtime.
Based on these criteria a set of available input data was defined, consisting of
historical daily meteorological data from approximately 380 stations, current season daily
weather data from about 700 stations, topography at a 5 minute grid, regional crop
parameters, historical crop statistics per administrative unit and the EU soil data base at a
scale of 1,000,000. Compilation of the identified parameters and development of the MARS
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databases proceeded in parallel with the development of CGMS. Arc/Info and Oracle were
selected asmanagement toolsfor spatial andtabular data,respectively.

3.2.1 Meteorologicaldata
Meteorological dataused atLevel 1arereceived from theGlobalTelecommunication System
(GTS) of the World Meteorological Organisation (WMO). The meteorological database is
composed of three Oracle tables: STATIONS, METDATA and GREDWEATHER. These
tables contain information on the meteorological stations, daily meteorological data and
interpolated data,respectively. Thestation information stored isWMOnumber, station name,
longitude,latitudeandaltitude.
The METDATA table contains the meteorological observations obtained via GTS,
comprising 29different parameters,including variousindicatorsfor cloud cover, temperature
and vaporpressure. Unfortunately, manystations across Europemeasure onlylimited subsets
of these parameters. Meteorological data used as input in CGMS are: minimum and
maximum temperature, rainfall, windspeed, vapor pressure and global radiation or sunshine
duration. Onlystationsthatreport atleastthisset ofvariables onadailybasisareincluded in
the database. Daily potential evapotranspiration is calculated from these data and is also
included inthedatabase.
The subproject to compile historical meteorological data stretched over a period of 5
years. The historical datasets (1949-1991) were ordered directly from the national
meteorological services.Datafrom allEUmember states and from Poland and Slovenia were
acquired, converted to consistent units and scanned for inconsistencies (e.g. minimum
temperaturehigherthanmaximum temperature).
In 1992,dailymeteorological data were received from approximately 750 stations. In
1998 this number had increased to over 1200. Figure 3.5 presents part of the network of
meteorological stationsincludedinthemeteorological database.
Meteorological data are preprocessed using the AMDAC software package (MeteoConsult, 1991), which decodes the incoming data and checks their consistency. Individual
meteorological parameters are compared to those of surrounding stations and to other
observations that are obtained on the same day for the same station. Obvious errors in the
observations are corrected automatically, possible errors are marked for manual correction
lateronandamessageiswrittentoalog file.
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Figure3.5.Networkofmeteorologicalstations thatbroadcastdataviaGTSandwhose data
arestoredinthemeteorologicaldatabase.
Missing values are replaced through temporal and spatial interpolation, provided sufficient
"surrounding"information isavailable,otherwise theyremain blank.
Meteorological input for CGMS is based on a 50 x 50 km grid. A methodology for
data interpolation from the existing network of meteorological stations to the grid center was
developed onthebasis ofthestudiesof Beeketal.(1992) and van der Voet etal.(1993).The
interpolation procedure selects an optimum set of stations and an average value of observed
data is attributed to the grid center, without weighting for distance. Rainfall is taken from the
nearest station. Selection of the optimum set of stations is based on the following criteria:
proximity toother stations,similarity in altitude and distance to thecoast, position in relation
to climatic barriers (i.e. mountain ranges) and a regular configuration surrounding the grid
center.Theinterpolated dataarestoredintheGRIDWEATHER table.

3.2.2 Topographicdata
National survey agencies in many European countries have produced maps and/or digital
datasets on topography at national scale. However, these maps and datasets have never been
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harmonized into a European topographic dataset. Topographic information used as input for
CGMS was extracted from the ETOPOS-5 dataset distributed by the National Geophysical
Data Center (NGDC) of the National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA)of theUnited States.

3.2.3 Cropcharacteristicsdatabase andcropknowledgebase
Data describing thespecific growth potentials ofindividual cropsareanessential input toany
crop growth simulation model.Asubproject waslaunched tocollect and compile all datathat
could possibly be transformed to either crop characteristics, used as input in CGMS, or
information to be included in the crop knowledge base. This knowledge base provides
information on (i) meteorological and other types of hazards likely to affect crop yield, (ii)
crop requirements with respect to soil characteristics, climatic zones, etc. The collected data
canbedivided inthefollowing categories:
• Basic non-region specific crop physiological data such as rooting depth, temperature
threshold for growth,etc.Thisinformation wasderived from literature.
• Agronomic data such as: varieties grown in a region and the earliest and latest dates of
sowing andharvestfor thesevarieties;maximum altitude atwhich acropisgrown,etc.
• Detailed physiological information such as heat sums to reach various phenological
stages, energy conversion, partitioning of assimilates over various plant organs, etc.This
information was derived from literature. For wheat, information was also derived from
field trials executed in Belgium, United Kingdom and the Netherlands. For other
countries, no detailed field observations were available and consequently calibration of
thecropcharacteristicscould notbeexecuted (Boons-Prins etai, 1993).

Results of this subproject are presented by Russell & Wilson (1994), Carbonneau et al.
(1992), Falisse (1992), Narisco et al. (1992), Bignon (1990), Falisse & Decelle, (1990),
Hough (1990) and Russell (1990). Boons-Prins et al. (1993) used these results and
constructed crop files used as input in CGMS, including also information from van Heemst
(1988)and vanDiepen &deKoning(1990).
Crop files have been constructed for: winter wheat, spring wheat, barley, rice,potato,
sugar beet, field beans, soybean, oilseed rape and sunflower. For some crops, crop files for
specific varieties grown in certain regions have been constructed. In addition, each crop is
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assigned tooneof thefollowing crop groups:grasses,cerealsandrootcrops.Requirementsof
thesecrop groups withrespect tosoil-related characteristics such asphase,texture,alkalinity,
salinity,etc.arestoredinthecropdatabase.

3.2.4 Europeansoilandgeographicaldatabase
To make optimal use of regional soil information, the existing 1:1,000,000 European soil
database wasupdated and completed.TheNational Agricultural Research Institute (INRA)in
Franceperformed this task in cooperation with the "Support group on soils and geographical
information systems". The original data collected for its construction in 1985 were used. At
the time of writing, parts ofthe soil and geographical database arestill under construction. In
Heineke et al. (1998), a detailed description of the present situation is presented. The
database consistsof fourparts:
• The meta-database, containing information on the soil surveys executed in Europe. It
providesacatalogue withinformation onnational mapsanddatasets.
• The geographical database, containing the list of Soil Typological Units (STU), i.e. all
soil typeswithin theEUidentified onthebasis of theFAO-UNESCO (1974) legend. The
STUs aredescribed bysoil attributes with aharmonized coding, such as:FAOsoil name,
parent material, slope, etc. STUs are generally too small to be distinguished on a map at
scale 1:1,000,000. Therefore, they are clustered in Soil Mapping Units (SMU). The
conceptof SMUisrelatedtothatofsoilassociations postulated bySimonson (1971).
• The soil profile analytical database, containing soil profile descriptions, including results
of physical and chemical analyses (Madsen & Jones, 1996). Data are stored in two
categories, the first containing the measured data from georeferenced profiles, the second
contains estimated data. About 300profiles are currently available, representing the most
important STUs.
• The knowledge database, containing the pedotransfer rules, i.e. simple deductive
functions to derive soil parameters from available data (King et al, 1994b) and to
formalize empirical interpretation when usingsoilmaps (Jones&Hollis, 1996;VanRanst
etal, 1995)

The soil database and the crop knowledge databases are used to identify areas where a given
crop can possibly grow and to estimate available water capacity (AWC) for those soils on
which that crop is cultivated, using the pedotransfer rules. However, the uncertainty with
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respect to soil typeswithin the mapping units,low reliability of the pedotransfer rules for the
soil units, lack of supporting analytical soil data and profile descriptions and also the wide
rangeinsoilwaterholding classesmakequantification ofAWCrather speculative.

3.2.5 Historicalyieldandplanted area data
Statistics on planted area, yield and production volume as applied at Level 3 (see Figure 3.4)
have been collected from national statistical services of all EU member states by
EUROSTAT.Within theEU,nosingleCommunity system toestablish these statistics exists:
the methods applied vary from country to country. Through article 3 of CAP regulation
837/90, the Commission attempts to harmonize these methods and to stimulate the use of
scientific procedures. This regulation prescribes amongst others that censuses or
representative sample surveys shall obtain data onplanted area, yield and production volume
for all significant crops. Bradbury (1994) investigated the applied methods to establish these
statistics for cereals for various EU member states.The following presents a summary of his
findings.
Germany accounts for about 16%of the EU's cereal production volume. Information
on planted area is derived from an annual census of a sample of holdings, followed by a
sample survey to establish yield and production volume. Cereal statistics are established
through avery thorough procedure. Area, yield and production volume estimates, are refined
in the course of the year, from an early indicator value through provisional data to final
results. Some doubts exist with respect to the frequency and thoroughness of updating the
holdings register. More information on the magnitude of the sampling errors is necessary.
There are indications that these errors are subjectively estimated rather than calculated.
Germany is the onlymember state tobase the final yield survey results on objective physical
samples.
Italy accounts for about 11% of the EU's cereal production volume. Fairly large
sample surveys to collect data on planted area, yield and production volume are applied. The
national statistical office administers the surveys. Doubts exist: the surveys are based on a
register that is liable to become progressively outdated between decennial censuses.
Moreover, the quality of the data underlying the stratification method is questionable, the
farmers' response rate is only barely adequate to avoid bias, and there appears to be no
checking of dataerrorsbacktothe farmer.
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France accounts for about 30% of the EU's total cereal production volume and for
about 40% of the soft wheat production volume. The French system to generate agricultural
statistics is of high quality, if costly. The annual survey of land use is based on extensive
sampling of some half a million points. The enumerators make direct observations at these
points, such as type of crop, planted area, etc. This survey is the first step in the yield and
production volumesurvey,which usesasampleof theholdingsidentified ascereal producers.
About 300 holdings per departementare selected for the yield/production volume survey. In
total 61 out of 95 departements are sampled. The Ministry of Agriculture designs and
organizes these surveys, however, the results are subject to subjective adjustment at
departementlevel.
TheNetherlands contributes less than 1%to theEU's total cereal production volume.
Planted area is derived from an annual census. Yield and production volume figures are
derived from asurvey oflocal districts.Theauthorities gotogreatlengthstoensurethat yield
and production volume estimates are done in depth, with carefully managed interaction
between the parties involved. However, the yield and production assessing method is still
rather subjective.
Belgium contributes just over 1% to the EU's cereal production volume. An annual
census of a selection of holdings, which includes planted areas, is applied. The census itself
has an almost complete response and although preliminary results are rapidly produced, the
final data appear only after a long delay. Formerly, local experts made yield and production
volumeestimates,recently,trained interviewers perform thistask.
Luxembourg obviously accounts for a very small proportion of the EU's total cereal
production volume. As in Germany, planted area is derived from an annual census of a
sample of holdings, followed by a sample survey to establish yield and production volume.
The applied methodology is based on postal returns from about 30% of the holdings that
maintain full farm accounts. These holdings represent a special group and it isconceded that
they tend to be larger than average, with older farmers under-represented. This could imply
thatyieldfigures based onthisgroup arebiased upwards.
The UK produces about 13%of the EU's cereal production volume and maintains a
generally reliable statistical system. The applied sampling methods are similar to those in
Germany, with crop areas being derived from an annual census. The yield and production
volume survey use current year's census as a basis for the composition of the sample.
Response rate to the census and survey is high but not complete, which may lead to some
bias.
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Ireland produces just over 1% of the EU's cereals. The statistical system has been
changed recently, as the existing method of local enumeration by the police force could no
longer be used. In 1991 a general agricultural census was held. The new annual sample
system for estimating crop areas by postal returns is based upon this census. The yield and
production volumesurveyisbased onsubjective cropreportsfrom government officers using
information from farmers. Nodetailed information ondesign andoperation oftheannual area
survey, nor on the efficacy of the yield and production volume survey, with its possible bias
towardssometypesoffarmers could beprovided.
Denmark produces about 5% of the EU's cereal production volume. Its surveys are
based on a closely controlled central register of holdings, which is regularly updated from
various sources. The yield and production volume survey is based on a smaller sample of
holdings drawn from the major sample of areas of the preceding year. Both surveys are
operated bymail.Theapplied methodsareofahigh standard,however, thedatasources,used
for detailed selection of holdings for the area, yield and production volume survey are not
entirelyclear.
Greeceproducesabout 3% oftheEU'scerealproduction volume. Itsstatistical system
istheleast developed in theEU and is based on information provided bylocal municipalities
and communes, where groups of knowledgeable people provide subjective estimates of
planted area, yield and production volume. Data from communes and municipalities are
aggregated tohigheradministrative levels andfinallyto national values.Two similar systems
are operated in parallel, one by the Ministry of Agriculture and the other by the national
statistical service. The quality of the data is highly dependent on the local standards and
practices.
Spain produces about 10%of the EU's cereal production volume. Inthe 1990's Spain
has introduced a new system of statistics, based on area sampling. It can be considered a
variation of the French system with direct on-the-spot observation to determine land use and
planted areas, followed by survey of a subsample to estimate yield and production volume.
The yield and production volume estimation system is subjective. To improve the final
figures farmers provideadditional information.
Portugal produces less than 1%of the EU's cereal production volume. The yields are
the lowest in the EU. Similarly to Italy, a combined sample survey for area, yield and
production volume isapplied. The system of sampling holdings has recently been introduced
andisstillunder development.
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Bradbury (1994) concluded that "most member states attempt to estimate sampling
errors, and usually manage to show that the margins are close enough to those set out in
regulation 837/90, but with greater or lesser amount of convincing detail. For judgmental
assessment ofyield (andfor Greece,of areaaswell)nofully satisfactory methods to establish
theestimatingerrorareavailable,for thesimplereasonthatitisnot ascientific method."

3.3 Thecropgrowthsimulation model
The heart of CGMS is the WOFOST crop growth simulation model, whose underlying
principles have been discussed by van Keulen & Wolf (1986). The initial version of this
modelwasdeveloped bytheCentre for World Food Studies andAB-DLO (van Diepen etal.,
1989; 1988). Implementation in CGMS and its structure is described by Supit et al. (1994).
Technical descriptions and user manuals have been prepared by van Raaij & van der Wal
(1994),vanderWal,(1994)andHooijer etal.(1993).
WOFOST calculates first the instantaneous photosynthesis at three depths in the
canopy for three moments of the day, which is subsequently integrated over the depth of the
canopy and over the light period, to arrive at daily total canopy photosynthesis. After
subtracting maintenance respiration, assimilates are partitioned over roots, stems, leaves and
grains as a function of the development stage, which is calculated by integrating the daily
development rate, described as a function of temperature and photoperiod. Assimilates are
then converted intostructuralplant material taking into accountgrowth respiration. Growth is
driven by temperature and limited by assimilate availability. Figure 3.6 presents a schematic
overview oftheseprocesses.
Aboveground dry matter accumulation and its distribution over leaves, stems and
grains ona hectare basis aresimulated from sowing to maturity on the basis of physiological
processes as determined by the crop's response to daily weather (rainfall, solar radiation,
photoperiod, minimum andmaximum temperature and airhumidity),soil moisture status(i.e.
Ta/TpinFigure3.6) andmanagement practices (i.e.sowing density,planting date,etc.).Water
supply to the roots, infiltration, runoff, percolation and redistribution of water in a onedimensional profile are derived from hydraulic characteristics and moisture storage capacity
ofthesoil.
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Figure3.6. CropgrowthprocessessimulatedbyWOFOST. TaandTpareactualand
potential transpiration rate(deKoningetal., 1993).
The required inputs per grid cell (50x 50km) are daily weather data, soil characteristics and
management practices (i.e. sowing density, planting date, etc.). Daily weather data are
obtainedfrom theGTSand interpolated tothegrid-center (seeSection3.2).
CGMSsimulates twoproduction situations:potential andwater-limited. Thepotential
situation is defined by temperature, daylength, solar radiation and crop characteristics (e.g.
leaf area dynamics, assimilation characteristics, dry matter partitioning, etc.). The waterlimited situation is characterized by the aforementioned factors plus: water availability
derived from root characteristics, soil physical properties, rainfall and evapotranspiration. In
both situations, optimal supply of nutrients is assumed and for each situation, total
aboveground drymatter and grain drymatter perhectarearecalculated.
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As input for the prediction models the following simulation results may be used:
potential grain yield, water-limited grain yield, potential aboveground biomass and waterlimited aboveground biomass. One of these variables is selected as predictor. The selection
procedure andprediction method aredescribed in Section 5.2.4

3.4 Aggregation
Simulations are performed per Elementary Mapping Unit (EMU), the intersection of a Soil
Mapping Unit (SMU), grid cell and administrative region, Nomenclatures des Unites
Territoriales Statistiques (NUTS).Figure 3.7 presents aschematic outline of an EMU. SMUs
are derived from the Soil Map ofthe European Communities, scale 1:1,000,000 (see
Subsection 3.2.4). The NUTS system is organized as follows: the highest level, the whole
country, is called NUTS-0, which is divided in regions: NUTS-1. Regions are subdivided in
NUTS-2 subregions. EMU simulation results areaggregated to NUTS-2 yields via:
YT2=tceA^T,jice,Ae4
i=l

(3-D

i=l

where subscript e stands for EMU, Yu is simulated average NUTS-2 yield (ton.ha"1) in year
T, YT,e,i simulated EMU yield (ton.ha1) in year T,Ae EMU area (ha) and ce percentage of the
EMU area suitable for wheat cultivation, n is the number of EMUs in a NUTS-2 subregion.
No information on land use at EMU level is available, therefore ce is used. This value is
derived from the Soil Typological Unit (STU) table that describes soil characteristics of a
SMU such as slope, texture, etc., (King et al, 1994a, b) and is invariable in time. NUTS-2
yields in year Tare aggregated to NUTS-1 yield via:
k

*T1

=

k

ZjCl,j^2,i^T2,j ' Z^Cl,i^2,j

where subscript 2stands for NUTS-2,A2 NUTS-2 area (ha),c2ispercentage of the NUTS-2
area suitable for wheat cultivation and kisthenumber of NUTS-2 subregions per NUTS-1
region.
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(3.2)

